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Rose Bay Boats - Site Design
rose Bay Boats is a new 
company that needed a 
succinct landing page while it 
gains new business. 

Click to see live site

http://rosebayboats.com/
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GenFed Financial- Site Design
The company had been using a template website design and wanted a fresh look and needed a content 
analysis. Their current brand guides only specified the brand colors blue and yellow. This site redesign will 
provide them with specific imagery guidelines and additional highlight colors.
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Community Credit Union - Brand Development and Site Design
This small and scrappy credit union underwent a rebranding 
process with us and continued with a new website, while still 
waiting an official launch, few changes were requested from 
initial designs. Focusing on a youthful audience, the brand 
and site make use of bright colors, hand drawn graphics and 
energetic imagery.
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Travel Infographic, Personal Project - Concepting and design
i don’t always travel this much in one month, but when i do, i make an infographic of it.
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Personal Loan Campaign - Design, scripting, storyboarding, VO direction
This campaign included a :15 pre-roll, website takeover and digital retargetting ads. personal loans can be 
used for a wide variety of needs, but many people don’t consider them when they need to borrow money. For 
this campaign, we repackaged them as summer vacation loans to emphasize this particular use and it ran 
midsummer to target end-of-summer vacation planners. 

Click to watch video

https://youtu.be/ncQV9oCqtYY
https://youtu.be/ncQV9oCqtYY
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Credit Union Brand Refresh - Design, copywriting, brand development
At the time of this refresh, we had worked with the client for five years, having originally created their brand 
at the beginning of our relationship. it was time to revisit the research and visuals, updating them for new 
audiences and contemporary tastes. We maintained the fun and cheerful aspects of the brand, but created 
a more sophisticated visual vocabulary to work as the main brand “home base”. Shown here are the brand 
boards and a sample of pages from the internal culture guide.

Never stop growing.

Never stop growing.

Never stop growing.

MCT Credit Union 

Vision:
the community’s 

today and tomorrow. 
first choice 

MCT has a passion for 
our members’ financial well-being 
by responsibly delivering the most 
innovative products and services  
in a fun, friendly atmosphere while 
creating member loyalty. 

Mission:

2

Our Brand
Our brand tells our story. It tells the world who we are, what 

we’re passionate about, and how we make a difference in our 

members’ lives.

From behind the counter to out in the community, everything 

we do brings the MCT brand to life. So let’s show everyone that 

happiness, helpfulness and common sense all come naturally 

here. The things we consider second nature – fewer fees, more 

savings, putting members first – make an amazing difference for 

the people we serve. That’s a story that is worth telling.

Our Logo
We’re proud that our roots are deep and our branches are strong. 

Our logo helps us tell the story of how we have grown from 

serving local schools to serving an entire community that is 

colorful and vibrant. 

6

Creating Member Loyalty™
Creating Member Loyalty™ (CML) is a program that 

increases engagement from credit union staff and 

members alike. We’re using CML to refresh our 

organizational structure and culture through training, 

planning, and continuous evaluation. Why? Because 

when employees become more invested in their work, 

they’re empowered to create a better experience for 

members! This program will help us inspire our team 

and create more loyal members.

9

Thank God It’s Monday
Friday gets a lot of love, but shouldn’t you feel just as happy and 

excited about coming to work at the start of the week? At MCT, we 

believe you should.

This is a place where culture changes start at a grassroots level and 

everyone has ownership in transforming Monday into something to 

celebrate. When you love what you’re doing, it can create massive 

results for the entire organization!

We encourage all of our employees to read Thank God It’s Monday 

by Roxanne Emmerich. This book was the inspiration for our Hoopla 

Team, a group that taps into this enthusiasm to develop initiatives that 

support our vision of a joyful workplace.

8 10

Staff Celebrations
The more you look for ways to praise others and celebrate life, the 

more you find to celebrate! That’s why we hold fun events every 

quarter to recognize accomplishments and announce an Employee 

of the Quarter. We love how one team member’s success story has 

the power to inspire our entire organization. We also know that 

tapping into our team’s enthusiasm enables us to cultivate the 

momentum created by Thank God It’s Monday and Creating Member 

Loyalty. That’s why our culture keeps growing stronger!
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“That Could Have Gone Better” Awareness Campaign - Concept, design, script, storyboarding, direction
When there isn’t budget for a custom shoot, we get creative with animation, a sprinkle of stock photos, and a 
dash of stock footage. The concept is playful and fun, using relatable life events that sometimes go awry to 
how MCT Credit union is always the right choice.

Click to watch :30  
“That Could Have Gone 
Better: Lending”

Click to watch :15 
“That Could Have Gone 
Better: auto Loans”

Click to watch :15  
“That Could Have Gone 
Better: The MCT Difference”

https://youtu.be/AwfJzOW7C3w
https://youtu.be/1w4AmURYvlI
https://youtu.be/Z6GfN85Sbws
https://youtu.be/AwfJzOW7C3w
https://youtu.be/AwfJzOW7C3w
https://youtu.be/AwfJzOW7C3w
https://youtu.be/1w4AmURYvlI
https://youtu.be/1w4AmURYvlI
https://youtu.be/1w4AmURYvlI
https://youtu.be/Z6GfN85Sbws
https://youtu.be/Z6GfN85Sbws
https://youtu.be/Z6GfN85Sbws
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THIRD DEGREE ADVERTISINGTINKER FCU // 2017 VISA MALL CAMPAIGN

ELEVATOR 
DOORS

Holiday Credit Card Mall Campaign - Copywriting, design, direction
Above, centercourt bulkheads displayed messaging, as well as diecut floor clings, foodcourt table wraps, 
and trompe l’oeil elevator door wraps. This campaign proved successful, with the credit union receiving 700 
applications following mall installation, outdoor, digital and branch tactics. 
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BONUS PAGE: Various Illustrations and Logos
Top - Branded employee t-shirt design, Charity race shirt design
Middle - Logo samples
Bottom - Logo, Loan stamp, North Carolina and South Carolina birds and flowers

Community Credit Union  //  EMPLOYEE SHIRTTHIRD DEGREE

ONE COLOR

Harrington
Jones

Group

The 

Purr Partners Feline Rescue 2017
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BONUS PAGE: Image Manipulation
Top - illustration for elevator wrap, photo composite for movie theatre ad 
Bottom - photo composite for recreational vehicle loans

THIRD DEGREE ADVERTISINGTINKER FCU // 2017 VISA MALL CAMPAIGN

ELEVATOR 
DOORS
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